Student Learning Outcomes

2009-10 Goals and Timelines

Instructional Groups:

Every course will have outcomes identified and recorded by December 1, 2009.

Assessment of at least 3 to 5 courses per department will take place Fall and Winter Quarters.—targeted completion: end of Winter Quarter

*ONE* full assessment cycle (for the 3 – 5 courses) will be completed by “reflecting and enhancing” —groups gather to discuss their assessment findings—targeted completion: Spring Quarter

Service Area and College Services Area Groups

Every Student Services area and College Services area that currently conducts Program Reviews will complete at least *ONE* full SAO/assessment cycle by the end of this academic year. Specific dates for reflection/enhancement activities and documentation will be announced and distributed at a later date.

PLEASE NOTE:

- Specific dates for reflection/enhancement activities and submission of documentation will be announced and distributed at a later date.
- There will be many discussions about the overall SLO plan this Fall, please do not hesitate to contact us or attend an Academic Senate Meeting when SLO’s are noted on the Agenda (see your Senate reps).

Our goal is to make this process as efficient and as valuable as possible. Communication is the key.

SLO Coordinator: Coleen Lee-Wheat, Physical Education
Email: leewheatcoleen@deanza.edu

SAO Coordinator: Jim Haynes, Adaptive Physical Education
Email: haynesjim@deanza.edu